
Chapter- II 

The Idea of Development: 

Critical Perspectives 

Introduction 

Development is not a thing; it is an idea, an objective and an activity (Kothari and 

Miriogue 2002: 12; Williams 2003:38). It is one of the compelling ideas in the post 

Second World War era. It became not only a focus of concern within social science, 

but also ushered in a practical project of socio-economic advancement of newly 

independent countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Socio-economic and 

political problems of these countries came under the fold of 'development problems' 

and their solutions widely concerned the political leaders, the policy makers, the 

intellectuals and above all the social scientists cutting across disciplinary boundaries. 

The idea of development, therefore, is both an intellectua~ and a practical project 

which has been steeped in optimism (Tucker 1999:1). It has to be conceived and 

implemented. Thus the idea, objective and activity of development are interrelated. 

When we examine the idea of development we are exploring an area of theory. When we attempt to 

establish objective we are delineating the process by which the ideas are turned into practice. An 

examination of actual practice entails detailed analysis of the activities. Such an analysis should tell us 

whether the objectives have been met, and in tum whether the theory has been realized' (Kothari and 

Minogue 2002: 12). 

This makes development a highly contested terrain. One has to face a number 

of difficulties while dealing with such a contested idea: (1) There is not one idea or 

theory of development but a plurality; (2) The disputed territory of development 

affects one's perception of both objectives and activities; (3) The objectives of 

development must be incorporated into the idea of it; different ideas produce different 

sets of objectives; (4) Different objectives will produce different practices. Thus one is 
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faced with the possibility that not only is there more than one theory of development, 

but there is more than one practice. Practice is not a given one; it is the out come of 

the attempt to realize a particular idea (ibid: 13).The notion of development is not 

technical and certainly not obvious; it is an ethico-political notion and what is going to 

count as development, in a practical and engaged sense, will inevitably depend upon 

circumstance sensitive and problem specific analyses (Preston1996:23-24). 

The Contested Terrain of Development 

The idea of development itself and the perspectives in which it has been couched have 

been undergoing changes over time. In the immediate post war years development as 

an idea and a project for implementation was uncritically accepted. It was considered 

an imperative of the time and a desirable end. The notion of development was based 

on the belief that society needed to be guided through desired transformation. The 

kinds of doubts or alternatives subsequently put forward were certainly not a feature 

of the dominant discussion in the period (Dubois 1991; Friberg and Hettne 1988; 

Parajuli 1991; Rahnema 1988).Even in the 1970s, it proved to be rather difficult to 

treat 'development' itself as a problem. Its meaning was so self evident that it could 

not be brought into question. It defined both its own practice and the norms for 

evaluating that practice. Development was simply 'that which we all are in favour of 

(Williams 1978:925). To be opposed to the very idea of development was incredible. 

Impasse in development thinking 

Even if every one was in favour of development till the 1970s, a kind of confusion 

was incipient in development thinking. This has aptly been noted by Marshall Wolfe: 

By the 1970s, the eclecticism of international discourse, the heterogeneity of the regimes participating 

in it, the pervasive dissatisfaction with what had been done in the name of development and the quest 

for policy innovation has increasingly blurred the dividing line between developmentalist and 

revolutionary ideologies, and brought about an ambivalent receptivity to radical questioning of the 

articles of faith. The realities of the world, too harsh to be camouflaged by discreet reports, continually 

pressed the international organizations in this direction, while institutional continuity, vested interests 

in ongoing programmes, and governmental admonitions to be 'practical' continually forced them to try 

to pour the new wine into their old bottles, to assume that all states meant well, and that practically all 

ideological positions were ultimately reconcilable. Thus forms of social action that had emerged 

painfully from revolutionary struggles in specific national societies were discussed as if they were 

promising prescriptions that might be adopted at the will of any regime along with a selection from the 

more conventional tools of social action (Wolfel996:3). 
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However, in the 1980s the basic assumption of development studies that the 

Third World countries form a special case, has been undermined by the politics of 

structural adjustment and the universal claims of neoclassical economics (Pieterse 

2001:1). And many have argued that development thinking was facing an 'impasse' 

(Booth 1985) or a 'decline of optimism' (Preston 1985: 166). Troubled by this so called 

'impasse' in development thinking, curious enough, the desirability of development 

was questioned. It has been suggested to write the obituary of the idea of 

development. 'The idea of development stands like a ruin in the intellectual landscape. 

Delusion and disappointment, failures and crimes have been the steady companions of 

development and they tell a common story: it did not work' (Sachs 1992:1). Gilbert 

Rist goes a step further and says: 

'Development' (as a programme for collective happiness) no longer exists except as virtual reality, as a 

synthetic image in the full-length film of globalization. It is like a dead star whose light can still be 

seen, even though it went out for ever long ago. Because 'development' has effectively disappeared 

from reality (including the reality of what are called 'developed' countries), it plays the role of a 

compensatory fiction, a simulacrum standing in for reality. It has abandoned the place of a myth 

organizing and legitimating various practices, to play the metaphorical role of a 'revenant' unhappy at 

being left unburied because no one could risk pronouncing a grave side elegy. This is why, for the time 

being, there is no other option then to go on believing in it as one does in other things, because one 

believes that others believe in it, but without knowing where the frontier between the real and the 

virtual lies' (Rist 2002:230-31 emphasis original). 

Indeed, everything that development used to represent appears to be in 

question, in crisis. The strength of 'development' has been ascribed upon its 'seductive 

language' (Goldsmith 1991:214-15) which seduces 'in every sense of the term : to 

charm, to please, to fascinate, to set dreaming, but also to abuse, to turn away from the 

truth, to deceive' (Rist 2002: I). 1 

Reasons of the impasse 

Schuurman identified a number of reasons for the 'impasse' including the following: 

(a) the growing gap between rich and poor; (b) a preoccupation with short-term 

policies aimed at debt management; (c) the devastation of the environment in the 

pursuit of economic growth; (d) the delegitimisation of socialism; (e) the fact that the 

global economy could not be approached through national policies; (f) the recognition 

of differentiation, which reduced the usefulness of global theories or meta theory; and 
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(g) the advances made by feminism, postmodemism and post colonialism (Schuurman 

1993:10). 

However, there is close link between the crisis of development thinking and the 

crisis of development in the real world. It has been argued that crisis of development 

lies in the poverty of the masses in the large part of the world, whose most 

fundamental requirements like food, habitat, health, education are not met; it lies in 

the alienation of the masses whether in affluence or in misery; it lies in the deprivation 

of masses of the means to understand and master their social, political and physical 

environment; it lies in the growing feeling of frustration among the people whether in 

· affluence or in scarcity (Dag HammarskjOld Foundation. 1975: 5). 

Reactions to the impasse 

Jan Nederveen Pieterse has identified four types of reactions to this 'impasse' or crisis 

in development thinking: 

(a) One response to the crisis has been that the crisis should be acknowledged, 

as crisis is .intrinsic to development. Development knowledge is crisis knowledge. 

From its beginning in the nineteenth century development thinking was a reaction to 

the crises of progress, such as the social problems caused by industrialization. 'Hence 

questioning, rethinking and crisis are part of development and not external to it' 

(Pieterse 2001: 1 ). 

(b) Another response has been that mere acknowledgement of crisis in 

development is not enough. Crisis is the spearhead of development. Development 

thinking is ongoing questioning, critique and probing alternative options. 

(c) An important but negative reaction has been that since development is in 

crisis something entirely different should be thought of 'beyond development'. This is 

the position associated with 'post-development' 2 thinking (Pieterse 2001: 1 ). The post

development thinkers (for example Sachs 1992; Escober 1995; Rahnema and Bawtree 

1997; Rist 1997) suggest that 'development' is rejected not merely on account of its 

results but because of its intentions; its world view and mind set. Indeed, extreme . 

post-development position recommends 'delinking' from the 'imperialism of 

conceptual categories' of the West in favour of self reliance local know ledges (Nanda 

1999: 6). 
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(d) A mixed reaction has been to qualify the crisis, acknowledging the failures 

of the development record but also its achievements, avoiding simplistic one sided 

assessments. Mahbub ul Haq asserts that it is wrong to suggest that the development 

process has failed in most developing countries. In fact, developing countries have 

achieved in the past forty years the kind of real human progress that industrial 

countries took nearly a century .to accomplish (ulHaq 1998:26). To him, the over all 

policy conclusions is that the development process does work, that international 

development cooperation has made a difference, that the remaining agenda of 

development is manageable if development priorities are properly chosen (ibid). 

!rev or Parfitt, while providing a thought provoking critique of postdevelopment, aims 

to reconstruct an ethical foundation for development interventions, and normative 

criteria for distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable forms of development 

(Parfitt 2002). J 

Persistence of development 

In line with such positive attitudes to development at the dawn of the twenty-first 

century, the world community of nations committed themselves to achieve 

Millennium Development Goals - born of the historic Millennium Declaration adopted 

at the Millennium Summit in September, 2000. The Millennium Development Goals 4 

are transforming visions of development. Governments, aid agencies and civil society 

organizations every where are reorienting their work around the goals (UNDP 2003: 

v). Thus, the pessimism of the post-developmentalists is balanced by the optimism of 

the visionaries. 'Every area of applied policy, including development policy in the 21st 

century, needs a vision. The vision is to extend human rights world wide, to preserve 

peace, to reduce poverty and inequality, to prevent famine, to solve the population 

problem, to combat the causes of refugee migration, to maintain the natural bases of 

life'(Bohnet 2002:153). In an editorial in the Forest Trees and People Newsletter 

Daphne Thuvesson has written 'As the existing system crumbles around us, new and 

exciting alternatives are sprouting up in the rubble' (quoted in Chambers 2005: 185). 

As early as in 1983 Paul Streeten identified as many as eight dichotomies in 

development thinking and suggested 'a combination of careful attention to detail with 
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v1s10ns for alternative ways of arrangmg and managing our affairs' (Streeten 

1983:887). s 

According to Robert Chambers, the record of development is mixed. 'Those 

who damn the errors, failures -and deficits tend to ignore the counter factual, how 

much worse things could have been if nothing had been done. Those who laud 

achievements and successes terid to overlook how much better things might have been 

even than they were. A balanced view has to recognize renewals and continuities in 

the landscape as well as ruins and rubble, and older trees as well as new sprouts' 

(Chambers 2005: 186). The relative condition of development is, rather, comparative 

and ever changing. It fluctuates according to what is needed, what is possible and 

what is desired (Ray 1995: 16). Development. then is a field in flux with rapid change 

and tum over of alternatives. Precisely because of its crisis character and predicament 

development is a high energy field (Pieterse 2001 :7). 

Normative and ideological nature of development 

This trajectory of the idea of development is marked by another area of contention. 

Development is a normative idea loaded with values of specific historicity .and not 

escaped from ·related politics. This normative and political nature of the idea of 

development gets itself involved in 'ideological function' (Alechina 1982: 10). Indeed, 

development is fundamentally an ideological project (Williams 2003:37). Thus it is to 

be noted in the early twenty-first century that while the international financial 

institutions and major multilateral and bilateral aid donors appear to accommodate 

different views of what should constitute development, they give active support to a 

particular, capitalist friendly, neo-liberal version (Kothari and Minogue 2002:2). 

Development thinking and policy is a terrain of hegemony and counter hegemony. In 

this contestation of interests there are many stakeholders and multiple centres of 

power and influence (Pieterse.2001:9). ·A proper conceptualization of the idea of 

development, then, calls for an understanding of its evolution, meaning, philosophy, 

ideology, theory and agency. 

The Evolution of the Idea of Development 

The term development in its present sense, as a desired and planned socio economic 

transformation, dates from the post Second World. War era of development thinking. 
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In hindsight, earlier ideas and practices have been viewed as antecedents of the idea of 

development though the term development was not necessarily used at that time 

(Pieterse 2001: 5). In this sense Kurt Martin ( 1991) regards the classic political 

economists, from Ricardo to Marx, as development thinkers for they addressed similar 

problems of economic development. 

The humanist tradition 

According to Louis Baeck the ide~ of development is as old as mankind. Its 

manifestations have been analysed by historians, anthropologists and sociologists not 

only in modem times but also in archaic societies. Up to the late middle ages most 

philosophers and religious leaders formulated high ideals and goals for mankind, for 

example, humanistic achievement, social and cultural cohesion and other worldly and 

transcendental ends. With a more or less out-spoken contempt for material things, they 

kept investment in material accumulation with moral bounds. Thus, in the 

Arthashastra tradition of Hindu culture, in the great Chinese tradition, in Persian, 

Greek and Roman antiquity, in Islamic civilization, the economy is embedded in 

society and its norms are subordinated to the higher standards of ethics and religion 

(Baeck 1993:7). 

The tradition of economic rationalism 

Such a view of economy started weakening with the incubation of economic 

rationalism by ascetic movement in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It is one· of the 

historical paradoxes that a monastic order of ascetic monks contributed to its genesis 

in several ways: with their methods of efficient rural exploitation, with the judicious 

financial reinvestments, with their puritanical attack on the economic prodigality and 

by their re evaluation of manual labour, they introduced a new work ethic, in which 

the stimulus of consumption was absent. However, Max Weber (1958) claims that 

economic rationality originated in the puritanical ethics propagated by Calvinist 

church. This thesis of Weber is, intellectually speaking, tributary of the paradigm of 

liberal protestant theology at the tum of the twentieth century. In the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries, the scholastic doctrines of the urban oriented mendicant orders; 

Dominicans and Franciscans, came to acknowledge the positive role of two essential 

production factors, namely labour and capital. Both were reevaluated in their positive 
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effect on general welfare. 'Partly as a result of this more positive evaluation of things 

economic, and still more so by the drive of the up-coming commercial and industrial 

establishment, the way was morally cleared in Europe for long term development' 

(Baeck 1993:10). 

Mercantilist tradition 

With the advent of modem time new patterns of trade linked Europe, Asia and the 

Western Hemisphere into an embryonic world economy. The encompassing system of 

thought of this transnationalization is known as mercantilism. The ethical paradigm 

that reigned over the thinking about economics from the ancient Greeks to the school 

of Salamanca was dethroned by mercantilism. According to the mercantilists, the 

economy is an export oriented instrument of practical, social, and political aims. They 

drew clear demarcation lines between the proper laws of economics and the principles 

that order the broader socio-political context. 

The European Enlightenment 

The European Enlightenment can be treated as the most immediate precursor of the 

idea of development. The second half of the eighteenth century comparable to the 

second half of twentieth century in its enthusiasm for 'progress' and by concentration 

of Enlightenment intellectuals on the means to achieve it in the shortest possible time. 

Cowen and Shenton argue that in the nineteenth century England 'development' 

referred to remedies for the shortcomings and maladies of progress. This involves 

questions such as population, loss of job, the social question and urban squalor. In this 

argument, 'progress' and 'development' (which are often viewed as a seamless web) 

are contrasted and development differs from and complements progress. Thus, for , 

Hegel, progress is linear and development is curvilinear (Cowen and Shenton 1996: 

130). The Scottish Enlightenment is the seed bed of classical school of development, 

with the epoch making philosopher David Hume (1963) and Adam Smith (1983). The 

French Enlightenment engendered the physiocrats with their emphasis on agriculture. 

Reacting against the industry centred Colbartists of their time, they were concerned 

with the transformation of society from agricultural feudalism to modem capitalism. 

According to David Apter, 'thinking about development is as old as theories of 

industrialization. The pedigree, traceable to the classical English political economists, 
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the French physiocrats, and as well, to Marx, remains embedded in contemporary 

thinking about developmental growth. Despite all the changes in theoretical styles, not 

to speak of the many varieties of capitalism and socialism, the early and original 

logics of industrialism remain in place in modem developmental doctrines' (Apter 

1987:12). 

Social Darwinism 

Social Darwinism adopted the central idea of evolution based on functional 

specialization and structural differentiation. In 1859, Charles Darwin published his 

Origin of Sp~cies which rapidly became a benchmark for the study of biology. By 

analogy, it offered a new perspective to social scientists. The biological premises were 

transformed in an optimistic vision of social and cultural development. The Social 

Darwinists placed the idea of development firmly on the track of westernization 

(Baeck 1993: 15-16). 

The goal of westernization, accompanied by capitalist development, however, 

was not universally accepted goal. The leaders of the populist movements in Russia, 

China, Islamic countries and Latin America, proposed a reform on the basis of 

industrialization and modernization, assisted by state initiatives, to breakthrough the 

age-long stagnation. In 1918 Sun Yat-Sen wrote his book The International 

Development of China which can be treated as a good ancestor text book on 

development. 

Colonialism 

The immediate predecessor of the idea of development in the post Second World War 

era was colonialism. Colonial economies were managed not merely with a view to 

exploit the colonies for metropolitan benefit but allegedly also to develop the 

economies in the interest of the native population. Development in effect referred 

mainly to colonial resource management, first to make the colonies cost effective, and 

later to build . up economic resources with a view to national independence. 

'Industrialization was not part of colonial economics because the comparative 

advantage of the colonies was held to be the export of raw materials for the industries 

in the metropolitan countries. Indeed there are many episodes, amply documented, 

when European or colonial interests destroyed native manufactures (textile 
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manufacturing in India is the Classic case) or sabotaged efforts as industrialization in 

the periphery' (Pieterse 2001:5-6). 

Decolonisation 

The Second World War generated an epochal change in power relations at world level 

in which two ideologically opposed; non-European colossus emerged as super 

powers, namely the United States and the Soviet Union. These new forces could not 

tolerate the continuing dominant position of European nations in the colonies and 

hence encouraged the trend towards decolonization (Baeck 1993:20). The emergence 

of new nations and their awakened ideological, social and economic aspirations 

prepared the seed-bed for Third World development. 

Marshall Plan and Point Four 

After the Second World War, Europe embarked on a masstve programme of 

reconstruction, instrumental to which is the. Marshall plan, launched by the US 

government on 5th June 194 7. The US government also recognized the need to play an 

active role in the upliftment of poorer countries. On 20th January, 1949, US President 

Truman in Point four of his inaugural address proclaimed: 

We must embark on a bold program for making the benefits of our scientific advances and industrial 

progress available for the improvement and growth of under developed areas. More than half of the 

people of the world are living in conditions approaching misery. Their food is inadequate. They are 

victims of disease. Their economic life is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty is a handicap and a 

threat both to them and to more prosperous areas. For the first time in history, humanity possesses the 

knowledge and skill to ~;elieve the suffering of these people. . •. I believe that we should make 

available to peace loving peoples the benefits of our store of technical knowledge in order to help them 

realized their aspirations for a better life. (Public Paper of the Presidents of the United States 1964: 114-

15, quoted in Binns 2002:75). 

Relieving Third World suffering consisted of making available the western 

cornucopia of advances in agriculture, commerce, industry and health. The key to 

prosperity and peace, said Truman in his address was greater production. through a 

'wider and more vigorous application of modem scientific and technical knowledge' 

(Daniels 1951: 11 ). The out come of this proposal was called 'development' (Melkote 

1991:21). Indeed President Truman's 1949 point four programme and Kennedy's 

Alliance for Progress in Latin America and Peace Corps put development at the centre 

of political agenda for the first time. 
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I 

The United Nations 

The birth of United Nations in 1945 is another important phenomenon in nourishing 

the idea of development. After gaining independence, most of the new nations became 

members of this institution. The United Nations, was, therefore, obliged to transform 

its goals and became an international bureaucracy engaged in development. Although 

wielding no real power and limited only to the formulation of guidelines under the 

form of recommendations, the United Nations continues to influence profoundly the 

field of international development (Baeck 1993:20-21). 

The Meaning (s) of Development 

Development is one of the many words which have many different meanings. The 

context reveals the meaning (Axinn and Axinn 1997: 17). The context in which 

development occurs has many aspects. Two aspects are very important. The dominant 

economic system of the contemporary world is a capitalist system, and from a political 

point of view the world is still composed of nation states. Capitalism has generated 

massive technological and economic advances and also enormous geographical 

disparities in economic development (Brewer 1980:16). Economics and politics are 

not the whole story, but they are certainly crucial. In fact most influential frameworks 

for understanding development can be understood as sets of differing views on how 

development can be achieved, either within capitalism or in spite of capitalism, either 

through the agency of the state or against the state (Thomas and Potter 1992: 117). 

The normative and operative meaning of development 

The idea of development may have many virtues, but clarity is not one of them. One 

of the many explanations for this ambiguity of the idea of development may be that 

there are two types of conceptual constructs of development: normative and operative. 

It is one thing to specify its normative constituents and another to identify the 

operative constituents. 

At the normative level development is concerned with 'what ought to be'. Not 

all values contained in the concept are materialized yet. The concept of development 

put forward by the South Commission may be taken as an example. It conceived 

development as: 
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a process which enables human beings to realize their potential, build self-confidence, and lead lives of 

dignity and fulfillment. It is a process which frees people from the fear of want and exploitation. It is a 

movement away from political, economic, or social oppression. Through development, political 

independence acquires its true significance. And it is a process of growth, a movement essentially 

springing from within the society that is developing' (South Commission 1990: 1 0). 

At the operational level development is concerned with 'what is'. Here social 

reality does not always follow the logic of normativeness; it works according to its 

logic of exigencies, expediencies and contingences, apart from the vested interests and 

motivated moves of the social actors. In effect, the operative reality cannot always be 

explained through normative parameters. The definition of Gilbert Rist is worth 

mentioning: 

Development' consists of a set of practices, sometimes appearing to conflict with one another, which 

require - for the reproduction of society - the general transformation and destruction of the natural 

environment and of social relations. Its aim is to increase the production of commodities (goods and 

services) geared, by way of exchange, to effective demand (Rist 2002: 13). 

Michael Todaro indicates several qualities of development when he concludes 

that it is "a multidimensional process involving major changes in social structures, 

popular attitudes and national institutions as well as the acceleration of economic 

growth, the reduction of inequality and the eradication of absolute poverty" (Todaro 

1977:62). 

Development as economic growth 

The idea of development as economic growth was inspired by the work of P. 

Rosenstein-Rodan (1943). He founded development thinking on the principle that in 

human affairs, deliberate will and effort can produce a jump forward. The 

breakthrough towards sustained industrialization required an organized attack on a 

broad front. In the immediate post-war period development was conceived mainly as 

economic growth as in the growth theory and Big Push theory. These theories had 

stressed economic growth through industrialization. At the heart of such 

industrialization were technology and capital. The guiding principle seems to have 

been that the only way in which Third World countries could make development was 

by emulating the industrially advanced countries and taking the same historical path 

that they have traversed. Roy Harrod (1948) and Evsy Domar (1957), independently 

of each other, managed to show the intimate relationship between an economy's rate 
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of growth on the one hand and its level of saving and investment on the other. Their 

growth model, Harrod-domar model, later formed the basis of modem growth theory,. 

in which saving and investment are considered to be the central force behind 

economic growth. The Harrod-Domar model greatly influenced development thinking 

in the 1950s. Development and growth were considered to be synonymous in 

theoretical discussions, that is, development was more or less considered to be 

synonymous with capital formation. The problem of underdevelopment was therefore 

characterized as being one of shortage - shortage of capital. (Blomstrom and Hettne 

1984:12-13). 

Rostow's work (1960) was based on this type of development thinking. Rostow 

identified five stages: traditional society; the precondition for take off, the take off, the 

claim of maturity and the age of high-mass-consumption. His theory was predicated 

on the belief that capital accumulation through the medium of savings and investment 

was the engine of development and development was to be measured by gross 

national product (GNP). · · 

The United Nations development strategy for the First Development Decade 

beginning from 1960 had called accelerated economic growth, the effects of which 

would hopefully percolate to the masses in the developing countries. The declared aim 

was 'the attainment in each less developed country of a substantial increase in the rate 

of growth, with each country setting its own target, taking as the objective minimum 

annual rate of growth of aggregate national income of 5 percent at the end of the 

decade' (United Nations year book 1961, cited in Leys 1996:108). The growth rate 

target was increased to 6 percent per annum in the Second Development Decade, the 

1970s. Accelerated economic growth could take place with emphasis on 

industrialization and modernization. The cumulative benefits of this kind of economic 

growth were expected to 'trickle down' eventually to the larger number who lived in 

the rural areas in the Third World Countries. 

During the late 1960s and 1970s the emergence of 'political economy' 

approach to development thinking brought forth the question of distribution with 

growth. Its key point was that economic issues could only be understood in the 

context of political reality, that political questions of resources ownership, power and 
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distribution have a great influence on the process of development. Production and 

distribution are closely related. Growth was distinguished from development (Uphoff 

and Hehman 1972:78-88). 

Development as redistribution with growth 

This political economy approach to development propelled change in the growth 

oriented views. Some were convinced that redistribution was possible without 

sacrificing growth. Development was conceived to include concern for distribution. 

The argument came from mainstream growth economics and contained in the famous 

publication Redistribution with Growth (Chenery et al 1974), which grew out of a 

joint study by the World Bank's Development Research Centre and the Institute of 

Development Studies at the University of Sussex in England .. 

Development as modernization 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s the concept of economic growth as development was 

expanded. Development was conceived as modernization. Economic growth was 

combined with political modernization, that is, nation building, and social 

modernization, such as furthering entrepreneurship and achievement orientation 

(Pieterse 200 1: 6). Modernization was conceived as a homogeneous and universal 

trend of transition in which the following patterns were apparent: from primitive, 

subsistence economy to technology-intensive, industrialised economies; from passive 

to participant political cultures, from close ascriptive status systems to open, 

achievement - oriented systems, from expanded to nuclear kinship structures, religious 

super structures to secular ideologies (Baeck 1993: 13). In his influential book The 

Passing of Traditional Society (1965) D. Lerner wrote: 'Modernization entails the 

replace_ment of sacred revelation and revealed codes by secular enlightenment in 

respect of guidance in human affairs • . . it is carried through primarily by those who 

are relatively urban, literate, industrially oriented' (quoted in Baeck 1993: 61). This 

attributes of development clearly indicates that in order to get themselves developed 

the Third World Countries are to follow the path of the developed as well as 

modernized western, specially American society. S. N. Eisenstadt, for instance, 

defined modernization as: ' the process of change towards those types of social, 

economic and political systems that have developed in Western Europe and North 
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America from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth century and have then spread 

to other European countries and in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the South 

American, Asian and African Countries' (Eisenstadt 1966: 1). 

Sometimes modernization is thought to be sequential to industrialization; but to 

David Apter it has evolved separately. It represents the recapitulation in non-industrial 

settings of the functional roles, classes, and reciprocities that appeared first in the old 

'metropoles'. Thus development is modernization of 'traditional societies' through the 

establishment of networks and institutions similar to those of advanced industrial 

societies, including strategic norms of work, values of social discipline and beliefs 

about equity and motivations representing the internalization of these norms, values 

and beliefs in a manner ensuring role performance through appropriate behaviour. The 

political dimension of development under this modernization scheme involves how to 

create the nation by means of the state and how to in corporate within the state social 

networks that generate· development (Apter 1987: 16-17). 

Development as the elimination of dependency 

The Dependency School of Latin America caused considerable rethinking about 

development. It linked the idea of development with colonialism and imperialism. 

They are the factors in the development of the present rich countries and under 

development of poor ones and the latter have continued dependency on and 

exploitation by the rich which tends to perpetuate their impoverishment (Frank 1970). 

The core meaning of development, however, was economic growth, under the heading 

accumulation. Its distorted form was dependent accumulation, which led to the 

'development of underdevelopment' and an intermediate form was 'associated 

dependent development'. The positive goal was national accumulation (or auto centric 

development) (Pieterse 2001 :6). Import-substitution-industrialization was looked 

upon as the chief vehicle for bringing about this change. 

Community development 

Unlike the modernization theorists, who asserted that all change in Third World 

countries had to be initiated and implemented by means of external forces, the 

protagonists of the community development concept attached importance to the 

development potential of the 'rural communities'. They were seen as 'natural units of 
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organization and the participation of all members of the community was to be fostered 

(Esman and Uphoff 1984:49). According to the United Nations, the strategy of 

community development implies that the. activities and efforts of the population have 

to be combined with governmental development social and cultural living conditions 

of the participation of the people and the provision of technical and other services on 

the part of the government (United Nation 1974: 2). 

On the other hand, in line with modernization, villagers were looked upon as 

back ward regarding all spheres of human life. Peter Worseley's interpretation was 

that the whole approach aimed at releasing 'popular energies on a gigantic scale' 

(Worsely 1984: 146). Long's appraisal was that: 

The general idea behind the approach was to develop programmes for mobilizing village populations so 

as to achieve fuller utilization oflocal human and natural resources (Long 1977: 149). 

The community development was elaborated as early as in the 1940's by the 

British colonial government 'to mobilize the labour of rural and urban communities in 

support of national government objectives to build social and physical infrastructures, 

and increase 'self reliance' (Pratt and Boyden: 141). It was first applied in Ghana and 

during the fifties it was extensively integrated into India's national development plans 

(Bongartz 1992: 4). 

Development as an ehthico-political notion 

With the onset of alternative thinking, new understandings of development came to 

the fore focused on social and community development. According to Preston (1982, 

1985) the history of development studies since the Second World War has been the 

story of changes to how 'development' is conceived, broadening and deepening the 

initially rather narrow technical and economistic understanding of the term. To him 

'the notion of development is not technical and certainly not obvious; it is an ethico

political notion and what is going to count as development, in a practical and engaged 

sense, will inevitably depend upon circumstance-sensitive and problem-specific 

analyses. What is going to count as development will have to be locally determined' 

(Preston 1996:23-24). Against this back ground, Wallerstein proposes that it is 

necessary to address a number of questions concerning what development is, who has 

been involved in this process, where the demands for development come from, what 
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· conditions allow for development and what the political implications of development 

are. The attempt to answer these questions reveals for Wallerstein the central tension 

which exists between development understood as growth, as 'more; and development, 

understood as 'more equal' (Wallerstein 1994:19). In contrast to the former, the latter 

offers the prospect of a transformation towards a different type of society and world 

system characterized by greater egalitarianism, treating equality as 'an objective in its 

own right' (Seers 1995:5) and as an integral element of development (Crow 1997: 

125). 

Bernstein observes that development can be taken to mean 'significantly in 

creasing the productive capacities of societies, establishing new and better ways of 

doing things and making things so as to make more wealth available. He goes on from 

this to emphasize that development is not synonymous with economic growth and he 

notes that the incorporation of qualitative as well as quantitative change in the 

meaning helps to explain why development is invariably a normative as well as 

analytical concept (Bernstein 1988:67). Jones has· elaborated this point that 

'development is more than growth, it should be social development: progress should 

also be made towards social justice and an improvement in the quality of life' (Jones 

1990:2) echoing the theme of the Brandt Commission that 'if there is no attention to 

the quality of growth and social · change one cannot speak of development' 

(Independent Commission on International Development Issues 1980:48). 

Development as human centred notion 

Concern for distribution of resources and the excluded in the process of development 

gave birth to 'human centered' development thinking. The first is the 'human needs' 

approach. The approach is exemplified in Dudley Seers' article 'The Meaning of 

Development' (1979) which points out the importance of value judgments in deciding 

what is or is not 'development'. Seers suggests that the realization of the potential 

. human personality is a universally acceptable aim and development must therefore, 

entail in ensuring the conditions for achieving this aim. The first three conditions are: 

(1) the capacity to obtain physical necessities (particularly food); (2) a job (not 

necessarily paid employment, but including studying, working on a family farm or 
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keeping house); and (3) equality, which shout be considered an objective in its own 

right. According to seers: 
The questions to ask about a country's develo~ment are, therefore: what has been happening to 

I 
poverty? What has been happening to unemployment? What has been happening to inequality? If all 

three of these have become less severe, then without doubt this has been a period of development for 

the country concerned. If one or two of these central problems have been growing worse, especially, if 

all three have, it would be strange to call the result 'development' •.. ' (Seers 1979: I 0 -12). 

Seers' formulation was designed to challenge the type of economic growth 

oriented development, with its emphasis on productivity, growth at any price, and 

increasing GNP per capita as the ultimate goal. Seers is here addressing an important 

debate in development which often referred to as the growth versus equity debate 

(Thomas and Potter 1992: 121). 

Development as meeting basic needs 

The 'human needs' approach culminated in the 'basic needs' approach. The first 

attempts to define basic needs were made by International Labour Organization (ILO) 

and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) or World Banlc 

The strategy of the latter emphasizes growth and the direct alleviation of poverty. The 

distribution of the benefits of growth is supposed to be guaranteed by governments 

concerned. Direct distribution programmes should provide every one with minimum 

food, housing, health etc. The ILO approach aims at satisfying also non-material 

needs· such as human rights, participation and autonomy. ILO stresses the 

redistribution of assets, income and power. This implies modifications in income 

distribution and changes in structure of production. At the World Employment 

Conference in 1976, this strategy was recommended to be adopted by each country. 

However, ILO did not discuss or specify implications on international relations by this 

concept (Bengtsson. 1979: 15). According to Paul Streeten, the objective of basic 

human needs approach to development is to ensure that all human beings should have 

the opportunity to live full lives. It puts emphasis on securing access to minimum 

levels of consumption of certain basic goods and services. It attaches fundamental 

importance to poverty eradication within a short period as one of the main objectives 

of development' (Streeten 1981). Thomas and Potter have identified eight conditions 

for development in the light of basic needs approach: (I) low levels of material 
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poverty; (2) low level ofunemployment; (3) relative equality; (4) democratization of 

political life; (5) 'true' national independence; (6) good literacy and educational 

levels; (7) relatively equal status of women and participation by women; and (8) 

sustainablability to meet future needs (Thomas and Potter 1992:123). 

Another development 

Under the umbrella term 'another development' a group of scholars delineated a 

pluralistic view of development in the mid 1970s. Dissatisfaction with the main 

stream development thinking crystallized into an alternative people centred approach. 

According to the 1975 report of the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation What Now?, 

development should be 'geared to the satisfaction of needs' 'endogenous and self 

reliant' and 'in harmony with the environment'. Another development also requires 

structural transformations (Dag Hammarskjold Foundation Report 1975:28). The 

concept of another development was elaborated in a subsequent publication by the 

foundation (Nerfin 1977). To Nerfin 'another development' in a nutshell could be 

described as (i) need oriented (but by no means limited to the so callea 'basic needs'); 

(ii) self reliant; (iii) endogenous; (iv) in harmony with nature and ecologically 

sustainable; and (v) going hand in hand with people empowered to make structural 

transformation (Nerfin 1987:171-72).The 'another development' perspective rather 

than submitting a priori to the thesis that 'there is development where there is growth' 

starts from the premise that 

there is development where people and there communities- whatever the space and the time span- act 

as subjects and are not acted upon as objects; assert their autonomy, self-reliance_and self- confidence 

when they set and carry out project. To develop is to be, or to become, not to have (Nerfml981:73). 

This approach ha_s been carried further both under the heading of basic needs 

and alternative development. 

Alternative development 

Seth (1987) has attempted to make an elementary distinction between two types of 

alternative development: structuralist and normative. Structuralist approaches, such as 

dependency theory and the global Keynesian reformism of the New International 

Economic Order (NIEO), emphasize macroeconomic change, on the other -hand 

normative development emphasizes agency in the sense of people's capacity to effect 

social change (Pieterse 1998:345). 
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Alternative generally refers to three spheres -agents, methods and objectives 

or values of development. According to Nerfin, alternative development is the terrain 

of citizen or 'Third System' politics, the importance of which is apparent in view of 

the failed development efforts of government (the prince or first system) and 

economic power (the merchant or second system) (Nerfin 1987:172 ). Often this 

seems to be the key point: alternative development is development from below. In this 

context 'below' refers to both 'community' and non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs). In some respects alternative development revisits community development of 

the 1950s and 1960s (Pieterse 1998:346). John Friedman (1992: 31) highlighted the 

·· essence of alternative development: 

An alternative development is centred on people and their environment rather than production and 

profits. And just as the paradigm in dominance approaches the question of economic growth from the 

perspective of the firm, which is the foundation of neo-classical economics, so an alternative 

development, based as it must be on the life spaces of livelihood from a perspective of the household. 

Development as self-help 

Development specialists who pay more attention to the rural poor and for whom the 

improvement of the situation of the poor is more than pure rhetoric stress the need for 

separate self-help groups set up and run by poor themselves. More radical 

development theorists like Harrison goes a step further when saying: 

If change is really to benefit the poor and powerless, it has to hurt the rich and powerful (Harrison 

1983: 304, quoted in Bongartz 1992:11) .. 

For such development thinkers the idea of self-help is the opposite of the idea of 

professionalism. Consequently they postulate 'dethronement of the professional' and 

dream about the development of a 'new, autonomous, creative human being able to 

live in a widely self determined and self reliant manner (ibid: 345). Most of the 

development specialists of self-help school hold participation of the local population 

as the main factor in their development strategy, although they agree that the rural 

poor themselves cannot achieve much without external support and assistance since 

their resources, material and immaterial, are too limited and have to be complemented 

by the necessary support from outside. Thus the idea of micro-credit has been 

complementary to the idea of self-help. 
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Decentralised and participatory development 

The Third Development Decade for the 1980s was ushered in along with these new 

views of development. The United Nations Research Institute for Social Development 

(UNRISD) in a study entitled "The Quest for a Unified Approach to Development" 

(1980) offered a frame work emphasizing balanced development of economic and 

social sectors through what it describes as 'authentic participation of people'. The 

principal aim was to improve not only the economic, but the social, cultural and 

environmental welfare of the nation. Decentralized, participatory development process 

came to be recognized as the need of the hour in developing nations. As Hope puts it, 

development does not start with goods; it starts with people and their education, 

organization and discipline (Hope 1986:20). This holistic conception emphasizes not 

only growth, but capacity, equity and empowerment as well. Indeed, the Third 

Development Decade of 1980s introduced greater focus on participatory decision 

making, use of pluralistic, open-ended and culture-sensitive models of development, 

and research into investigating gender gaps and ways to close them. 

Within the holistic framework, Kothari (1988) suggests that there is a need to 

go beyond the original conception of 'another development' and 'alternative 

development strategies; beyond the Brandt Commission and North-South dialogue, 

beyond Cancun and mini summits convened by Third World leaders and appeals of 

heads of states. He is of the view that there is a need to rethink the basis of 

development cooperation and technology transfers, to recapture the real basis of self 

reliance and basic needs perspective - and to do this in the context of the rise of new 

movements and new actors on the scene (Kothari 1988:68). His debate is raised above 

the level of institutional frame work of state power and its articulation is centred on 

the 'people's action' and the 'politics of the people'. 

Sustainable development 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s 'sustainable development' emerged as another 

conceptual framework to mean development without compromising needs of the 

future generations of people. Because of such factors as fragile soils, finite energy, 

limited mineral resources and pollution problems, production decisions need to take 

the future into account. The concept of sustainable development was formally 
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launched with the publication of the report of the World Commission on Environment 

and Development (1987) - Our Common Future, popularly known as, under the name 

of its chairman Mrs. Brundtland, Brundtland Commission. According to this report, 

'Sustainable development is a development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their needs (WCED 

1987: 8). The social dimension of sustainability was not neglected. In her introduction 

to the Report Mrs. Brundtland calls for 'a new era of economic growth- growth that 

is forceful and at the same time socially and environmentally sustainable' (WCED 

1987: xii). The concept of social sustain~bility covers wider dimensions. Development 

of any country, state or district must be continuously driven by people from within 

that place, not by outsiders. Equity is a necessary condition of development. If the rich 

get richer and the poor poorer and more in number, such a development will not be 

sustainable over time. If development excludes women and children,- it is not 

sustainable. And if development substitutes machines and chemicals for human 

labour, and thereby threatens to destroy the natural environment, it will not be 

sustainable (Axin and Axin 1997:38). Agenda 21, the concluding document of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), recognized 

this as a key problem in achieving sustainable development: 'Prevailing systems for 

decision making in many countries tend to separate economic, social and 

· environmental factors at the policy, planning and management levels. This influences 

the actions of all groups in society, including governments, industry and individuals, 

and has important implications for the efficiency and sustainability of development' 

(UNCED. 1992). 

Human development 

The basic focus of the idea of development in the 1970s and 1980s shifted from the 

macro to the micro level which ultimately centred on the emancipation of individuals 

who need development. Growth, self reliance, and social justice were meant for the 

individuals. Jan Pronk nicely summarised the mood of the time. 'Development is 

growth with self reliance and social justice, which means .that development is truly 

human development; the emancipation of each and every individual within a society. 

This is more important than the emancipation of a society itself (Pronk 1981:3); Ideas 
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such as this culminated in the early 1990s in conceiving development as 'human 

development'. 

Over the years, the term 'human development' has come to be accepted in the 

development literature as an expansion of human capabilities, a widening of choices, 

an enhancement of freedoms and a fulfillment of human rights. Rising incomes and 

expanding outputs, in the human development framework, are. seen as the means and 

not the ends of development. 'Indeed defming people's well-being as the end of 

development and treating economic growth as a means have been central messages of 

the annual Human Development Reports published since 1990 (Fukuda-Parr and 

Shivakumar 2003: xxi). T~e Human Development Report of 1991 states: 'the basic 

objective of human development is to enlarge the range of people's choices to make 

development more democratic and participatory. These choices should include access 

to income and employment opportunities, education and health, and a clean and safe 

physical environment. Each individual should have the opportunity to participate fully 

in community decisions and to enjoy human, economic and political freedom (UNDP 

1991: 1). Human development can be expressed as a process of enlarging people's 

choices (UNDP, 1996:49). This idea of development encompasses several 

dimensions: (1) empowerment, seen in expansion of capabilities and participation; (2) 

equity, in distribution of basic capabilities and participation; (3) sustainability, of 

people's opportunities to freely exercise their basic capabilities; (4) community 

membership belonging; and (5) security, in people's daily lives. The addition of 

community membership recognizes that human life is too complex to be captured by a 

single idea about choice or capabilities. Besides, the separate listing of security 

recognizes that this is valued in itself, not only as a condition for empowerment: 

'every one should enjoy minimum level of security' (UNDP, 1996:55-56). 

'Basic needs' is a conceptual fore runner ofhuman development (Streeten 1998: 

ix). The concept of basic needs was not centred on possession of commodities. 

Instead, it was concerned with providing all human beings, but particularly the poor 

and deprived, with opportunities for a full life. Human development goes beyond 

basic needs in t~at it is concerned with all human beings - not only the poor and not 

only in poor countries, and not only basic needs. Human development applies to the 
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advanced countries as much as· to the middle mcome and low mcome countries 

(Streeten 1998: xi). 

In the human development framework, economic growth is an essential means 

for people, and especially the poor, to realize many of the freedoms they value. A 

careful investigation into the connections between growth and human development 

shows that the connections between growth and human development are neither 

obvious nor automatic. When the links are broken, there appears five types of policy 

failures: (a) jobless growth, where the over all economy grows but does not expand 

the opportunities for employment; (b) ruthless growth, where the fruits of economic 

growth mostly benefit the rich, leaving millions of people struggling in ever 

deepening poverty; (c) voiceless growth, where growth in the economy has not been 

accompanied by an extension of democracy or empowerment; (d) rootless growth, 

which causes people's cultural identity to wither; and (e) futureless growth, where the 

present generation squanders resources needed by future generations (Fukuda-Parr 

and Kumar 2003: xxviii- xxix). 

Human development puts the human being at the centre of development as an 

idea and practice. Rather than the residual of development, human beings become its 

principal object and subject not a forgotten economic abstraction, but a living, 

operational reality, not helpless victims or slaves of the very process they have 

unleashed, but its master (ul Haq 1998:12). 

ul Haq summarised the extended version of development from the point of 

view of human development: 

The basic purpose of development is to enlarge people's choices. In. principle these choices can be 

infmite and can change over time. People often value achievements that do not show up at all, or not 

immediately in income or growth figures: greater access to knowledge, better nutrition and health 

services, more secured livelihoods, security, security against crime and physical violence, satisfying 

leisure, political and cultural freedoms and a sense of participation in community activities. The · 

objective of development is to create an enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy and 

creative lives (ul Haql998: 14). 

The idea of human development covers all aspects of development - whether 

economic growth or international trade, budget deficits of fiscal policy, saving or 

investment or technology, basic social services or safety nets for poor. No aspect of 

development falls outside its scope, but the vantage point is the widening of people's 
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choices and the enrichment of their lives. All aspects of life - economic, political or 

cultural - are viewed from that perspective. Human development has four pillars: 

equity, sustainability, productivity and empowerment. It regards economic growth as 

essential but emphasizes the need to pay attention to its quality and distribution, 

analyses at length its link with human lives, and questions its long term sustainability 

(ibid :20-21). 

Development as human right 

Along with the idea of human development there . emerged a right based idea of 

development. Since 1970s an attempt was made to view development from the 

perspective of human rights. Placing in the interface between human rights and 

development the idea 'right to development' was nourished which sought to promote 

development as human right and culminated in the adoption of the UN General 

Assembly the Declaration of the Right to Development in 1986. A rights based 

approach to development is a conceptual framework for the process of human 

development, which is normatively based on international human rights standards and 

operationally directed to promoting and protecting human rights. Essentially rights 

based approach integrates the norms, standards and principles of the international 

human rights system into the plans, policies and processes of development. The 

principles include equality and equity, accountability, empowerment, participation 

non-discrimination, and attention to vulnerable groups. UNDP notes that the goal of 

the approach is freedom. 'And impressing capabilities and realizing rights, this 

freedom is vital. People must be free to exercise their choices and participate in 

decision making that alters their lives. Human development and human rights are 

mutually reinforcing helping to secure the . well being and dignity of all people, 

building self respect and others' (UNDP 2001:9). The Declaration of the Right to 

Development puts development 'as a comprehensive economic, social, cultural and 

political process, which aims at a constant improvement of the well being of the entire 

population and of all individuals on the basis of their active, free and meaningful 

participation in development and is fair distribution of benefits resulting there from' 

(UN 1986). Human person is the central subject of the development process and 
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development policy should, therefore, make the human being the main participant and 

beneficiary of development (UN 1986). 

Development as freedom 

At the centre of the idea of development is the notion of overcoming of the problems 

of deprivation, destitution and oppression. Individual agency is central to overcoming 

these problems which requires the freedom of this agency. There is, however, a deep 

complementarity between individual agency and social arrangement. Therefore, 

individual freedom demands a social commitment. According to Amartya Sen 

expansion of individual freedom is development - both its end and the principal 

means. In essence, development consists of the removal of various types of un

freedoms - poverty, as well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as 

systematic social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance or over 

activity of repressive states -that leave people with little choice and little opportunity 

of exercising their reasoned agency (Sen 2000: xii). Sen views development 'as a 

process of expanding real freedoms that people enjoy'. Focusing human freedoms 

contrasts narrower views of development, such as, identifying development with the 

growth of gross national product, or with the rise in personal incomes, or with 

industrialization, or with technological advance or with social modernization (ibid: 3). 

Expanding the freedom that one has reason to value not only makes one's life richer 

and more unfettered, but also allows one to be fuller social person exercising one's 

own volitions and interacting with - and influencing - the world in which one lives. 

Five distinct types of freedoms are specially important: (1) political freedom, (2) 

freedom for economic facilities; (3) freedom for social opportunities; (4) freedom for 

transparency guarantees; and (5) freedom for protective security (ibid: 3). It is to be 

noted that Sen's idea of freedom is particularly concerned with the agency role ofthe 

individual as a member of the public and as participant in economic, social and 

political actions (ibid: 19). 

Development as market fundamentalism 

Simultaneously with these alternatives in development thinking through out the 1970s 

and 1980s the idea of modernization resurrected in the form of neo-liberalism. The 

dramatic oil price increases of 1973 and 1979 triggered a slowdown and then severe 
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recession m the developed countries and the world economy as a whole, and 

precipitated the SO"'Called 'debt crisis' in the Third World countries. Profound 

disillusionment in the developed countries with the record of state intervention led to 

the belief in 'the magic of the market'. The World Bank and its allies around the world 

have had outstanding success in adopting market friendly policies like structural 

adjustment programmes (SAPs). It became the conditionality of fmancial assistance 

from the Breton Woods institution. Other versions of SAPs are economic recovery 

programmes, (ERPs) enhanced structural adjustment facility, (ESAF) and poverty 

reduction strategy paper (PRSP). 

These strategies along with the doctrine of neo-liberal orthodoxy have been 

translated into development and aid policies. Paul Cammack has marked this change 

as 'the new politics of development'. It has transformed development into capitalism 

-(Cammack 2002: 178). 

Development with gender equality 

Since the 1970s feminists and development activists made a series of attempts at 

reformulating the idea of development. The basic issue was: given that women 

performed most of the labour in many, if not most, Third World societies, they should 

not be excluded from conceiving development. It should be reformulated to centre on 

women's experiences and gender relations. Placing gender relations at the centre of 

development thinking the feminist development theorists attempted to reorient 

development discourse. The traditional areas of developmental concern were seen 

from a different vantage point in which aspects previously treated as marginal-became 

instead the main foci of interest - for example, Third World industrialization 

employed not labour (assumed to be male) but women workers, while gender 

relations, previously, relegated to side lines, became essential to understanding 

productive activity. As a consequence, new aspects of development were brought into 

focus; for example, the informal and rural sectors of the economy, the reproductive 

sphere as a vital component of development, or the relations between production and 

reproduction. Proponents of this new view claim it does more than change the 

meaning of development; it actually improves of transforms it (Peet 1999: 177). 

Conceiving development as gender equality is a result of the interaction between 
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feminist theory and development thinking. This interaction has taken five main forms 

in the literature (ibid): 

(a) Women in development (WID) originated with the publication of Esther 

Boserup's Women's Role in Economic Development (1970). This is an early analysis 

of the sexual division of loubour in the Third World and its relation to the negative 

impact of development strategies on women. Boserup argued that women in 

agricultural societies earned status as food producers. The modernization process, 

supervised by colonial authorities imbued with western notions of the sexual division 

of labour, placed new technologies under control of men; thereby marginalizing 

women, reducing their status and under cutting their power and mcome, 

modernization was not automatically progressive. 

Caroline Moser (1993) has noted five variations within the WID perspective 

reflecting changes in the policies of the western development agencies: ( 1) The 

welfare approach' prior to 1970 focused on women's reproductive roles and related 

population issues, with programmes initiated on birth control; (2) The 'equity 

approach' reflected calls for equality coming from the UN Decade for Women. This 

met with considerable resistance from men. (3) The 'antipoverty approach' focused 

women entering the work force, or having access to in come generating activities. ( 4) 

The 'efficiency approach' was aligned with IMF structural adjustment programmes 

and stressed women's participation in newly restructured economies. (5) The 

'empowerment approach' reflected Third World feminist writings, grassroots 

organization, and women's need to transform laws and structures through a bottom -up 

approach. In all these approaches women were represented as victims. 

(b) The Women and development (WAD) perspective argued that women have 

always been part of the development process and that it was exactly their link with 

modernization that had impoverished them. Issues such as the origins of patriarchy, 

the intensification of patriarchy with the spread of capitalism, and the rise of private 

property formed the historical background for this school of thought. This perspective 

mainly focused on relations between men and women. Women always played 

important roles in the economies of their societies as both productive and reproductive 

actors. It was precisely how women were integrated into global capitalism by the core 
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countries that explained their marginalization and oppression for example, women 

used as cheap labour for multinational corporations in export processing zones 

(Visvanathan 1997). 

(c) The gender and development (GAD) perspective was interested in 

analyzing women's subordination within the development process from the vantage 

point of gender relations between men and women. This perspective rejected the 

sexual division of labour, arguing that it was a system whereby men and women 

became dependent on each other, and concluded that the allocation of tasks should be 

changed. Moreover, this perspective argued that women were not a homogeneous 

group but were divided by class, race and creed. Women's roles in society could not 

be seen as autonomous from gender relations. This became a way of looking at the 

structures and processes giving vise to women's disadvantaged position. Disadvantage 

came from the globally pervasive ideology of male superiority; men had power and 

control over women. Kate Young (1993: 134-135) pointed out that gender and 

development perspective was a holistic approach in which gender was not assumed to 

be the main ordering principle of social hierarchy; other culturally specific forms of 

inequality and divisions occurred, and gender was interrelated with this overall, 

socially created hierarchy. Consequently, gender had to be acknowledged as part of a 

wider international system. For example, capitalism used gender relations to produce a 

reserve of labours, while women's unpaid labour in the household was a way of 

creating wealth for global corporations. This, this perspective is seen as opening doors 

for women as social actors among wider structures of constraints in the development 

field. 

(d) The women, environment, and development (WED) perspective drew 

parallels between male control over nature· and men's control over women and 

connected masculine science and industrialization with assaults on the ecological 

health of the planet. The ecofeminists interested in contemporary Third World such as 

Van dana Shiva and Maria Mies, adopted a radical feminist perspective on the 

exploitation of nature. Shiva (1989) argued that science and development were not 

universal categories but were instead special projects of western patriarchy that were 

killing nature. Development activity in the Third World superimposed the scientific 
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and economic paradigms created by western, gender-based ideology on communities 

previously immersed in other cultures with entirely different relations with the natural 

world. Thus, ecological struggles can simultaneously liberate nature from ceaseless 

exploitation and women from limitless marginalization. 

(e) The postmodemism and development (PAD) perspective reacted to the 

controversial entry of post structural and post-modem critiques into feminist theory by 

asking whether a more accessible and politicized postmodem feminism had relevance 

for the problems facing women in Third World societies. This perspective criticized 

gender and development perspective view as representing Third World women as 

'other' or in case of women in development perspective, using three images, women 

as victims, women as sex objects, and women as cloistered beings. Particularly 

appealing for this perspective was post modernism's emphasis on difference, .which 

provided space for the voices of the marginalized or disrupted the representation of 

women in the South as an undifferentiated 'other'. Some of the themes coming from 

the encounter between feminism, post-modernism, and development included: a 

critique of colonial and contemporary constructions of the Third World women; an 

enhanced deconstruction of development discourse; which disempowered poor 

women in particular; the recovery of women's know ledges and voices; the 

· celebration of differences and multiple identities; and a focus on consultative dialogue 

between development practitioners and their 'clients'. Rather than rejecting 

development altogether, most postmodem feminists in this field recognized the real 

problems faced by poor women and the need for addressing developmental issues. 

Richard Peet summarized the feminist position on development as under: 

Development as a conscious practice, as a set of policies, alters gender relations in farour of men, 

shifting resources to the male sphere of control, making women more vulnerable to disasters, whether 

natural or social in origin. As feminist scholarship deepened, attempts to delineate the causes of these 

problems like wise went from considering deficiencies in the distribution of material benefits, to 

addressing inequalities in control over productive resources, to attacking the androcentrism of the 

founding Western cultural ideas about science and values (Peet 1999: 192). 

The Marxist view of development 

The Marxist view of development is significantly different from other vtews of 

development. In this perspective development is based on the materialist interpretation 
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of history. The analysis of the development of a society must begin from the·process 

of production, which, in tum, contains two crucial aspects - the forces of production 

and the relations of production. They together form the mode of production. This 

mode of production constitutes the society's economic structure. Marx used it as his 

point of departure in the analysis of the historical development. However, in order to 

provide a reasonable explanation of historical development by means of historical 

materialism, it is not sufficient to analyze the economic base. It is also important to 

study such factors as ideology, religion, laws etc. or what is usually called social 

super-structure and how it affects development. This super-structure can periodically 

precipitate the development of the base, and periodically slow it down or stop it 

completely (Blomstrom and Hettne 1984: 9-10). 

According to Marx there was no difference between the kind of capitalism 

developed in the colonies and that developed in Europe. In a famous passage from 

capital he states: 'The industrially more developed country shows the less developed 

one merely an image of its own future' (quoted in ibid: 10). Thus Marx believed the 

less developed countries would develop a more autonomous kind of capitalism and 

like Engels 'shar~d the common 19th Century view that development (capitalism) was 

universal and inevitable' (ibid). 

Thus, the Marxian scholars argue that the question on of distribution and social 

justice cannot be considered or resolved independently of the prevailing mechanisms 

governing production and distribution. The development of a country is seen 

essentially as a transformation of its mode of production. Basic shifts in any of the 

aspects of the mode of production can trigger of wide ranging changes which may 

culminate not only in transformation of the mode but also in changes in the relative 

importance of social classes. It is such a socio-economic transformation that really 

constitutes development. However, it hardly ever happens that the productive relations 

at one societal stage are completely transformed before a new mode of production is 

established. In other words, no historical epoch is the exclusive domain of one mode 

of production, even though a particular mode may be clearly dominant (Mabogunje 

1980: 43). 
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The Marxian conceptualization of development as socio-economic 

transformation has three important implications: 

1) It emphasizes that development is essentially a human issue, a concern with 

the capacity of individuals to realize their interest potential and effectively to cope 

with the changing circumstances of their lives. 

2) Development involves the total and full mobilization of a society. The task 

of changing the institutions in which the thinking fmds expression cannot be under 

taken in an adhoc, piecemeal fashion. It has to be comprehensive and to involve total 

political commitment. 

3) Development represents redefinition of a country's international relations. It 

involves a shift from an outward oriented, dependent status to self centred and self

reliant position with regard not only to the processes of decision making but more 

importantly the pattern and style of production and consumption. 

All these three dimensions-individual, societal and international-are critical for 

an appreciation of the complexity and multifaceted nature of the development process 

(ibid: 45-46), 

Also it may be noted that Marx was profoundly wary of the implications of 

development. On the one hand he could refer to the progressive nature of capitalism, 

for example, in the Grundrisse (1973), Marx writes of the great civilizing influence of 

capital. On the other he could poignantly bring out the cost of this development in 

human terms. In capital I, he writes: 

All means for the development of production transform themselves into means of domination over, and 

exploitation of the producers; they mutilate the labourer into a fragment of a man, degrade him to the 

level of an appendage of a machine, destroy every remnant of charm in his work and turn it into a 

hated toil; they estrange from him the intellectual potentialities of the labour-process in the same 

proportion as science is incorporated in it as an independent power; they distort the condition under 

which he works, subjects him during the labour process to· a despotism the more hate full for its 

meanness; they transform his life into working time, and drag his wife and child beneath the juggernaut 

of capital (Marx 1977: 604 quoted in Chandhoke 1998: 33 -34). 

With reference to such Marxian views, N eera Chandhoke points to the 

political nature of the Marxist idea of development. 

The laws of progress of capital, Marx believed, create unforeseen and unprecedented destruction - of 

communities and oftraditional ways of life. He liked for an agent who would be able to transform these 
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forces and make them serve humanity, who would be able to bring the laws of progress under control 

and in this way made us aware of the politics of development. The iron laws of development were to be 

transformed and controlled, so that their exploitative element could be regulated and even eradicated. 

As an economic project it had to be subordinated to a political project, to ensure justice. (Chandhoke 
/ 

1998: 34). 

Changing dimensions of the meaning of development 

A brief overview of the career of the idea of development and the meanings attached 

to it encourages one to agree with Hettne that: There can be no fixed meaning of 

development, only suggestions of what development imply in particular contexts 

(Hettne 1995:15). Taking into account the ideas of development, Robert Chambers 

has enlisted the important concepts that have acquired predominance in the prevalent 

development discourse. He says: 

Additions to the common lexicon of development have been prolific. New words have been added 

faster than old have fallen into disuse. Some such as integrated coordinated, planning and socialism 

have peaked and passed into decline. Others in the eclectic and perhaps ephemeral language of post

modernism such as deconstruction, narrative and meta- narrative, text and subtext have largely 

languished in academic and literary back waters. Others such as equity and poverty have been robust 

and resilient. Yet others, some old some new, which have come close to the mainstream of much 

development discourse during the past two decades include: accountability, capabilities, civil society, 

consumer, decentralization, democracy, deprivation, diversity, empowerment, entitlement, 

environment, gender, globalization, governance, human rights, livelihood, market, ownership, 

participation, partnership, pluralism, process, stakeholder, sustainability, transparency, vulnerability, 

well being' (Chambers 2005: 186). 

Implicit in the idea of development is some degree of teleology - process of 

change and transformation in a particular, purposeful direction (Annak 1993: 16). This 

direction is context based. Some have argued that this open-ended ness and plurality 

in meanings of development indicates feebleness, fragility and incapacity to grasp 

social reality. For example, Esteva argues that development occupies the centre of an 

incredibly powerful semantic constellation. There is nothing in modem mentality 

comparable to it as a force guiding thought and behaviour. At the same time very few 

words are as feeble, as fragile as incapable of giving substance and meaning to 

thought and behaviour· as this one (Esteva 1992:8). 

But the diversity and plurality in meaning of development does not indicate its 

poverty, rather it forces one to reckon with its richness in that it copes with and 

attempts to shape the changing social reality. The meaning of development is context 
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based and should be open ended, to be rethought as one's understanding of the process 

deepens, and as new problems to be solved by development emerge (Hettne 1995:15). 

As Streeeten has observed, there is a solution to every problem, but also a problem, to 

every solution (Streeeten 1979:34). Searching the meaning of development is, 

therefore, a never ending task. 

The Philosophy of Development 

Philosophy, by definition, is a system of motivating beliefs, concepts and principles. It 

is a critical examination of the grounds for fundamental beliefs and an analysis of the 

basic concepts employed in the expression of such beliefs. The philosophy of 

development is thus the values and theory determining the sphere of activity called 

development. The philosophy of development is more reflective and systematic than 

the common theme of development. It raises questions about what one does and why 

one does something in the field of development and goes beyond individual ca~es and 

phenomena to treat questions of a general nature. 'The point of philosophical enquiry 

is to clarify issues so that decisions can be made on proper grounds' (Elias and 

Merriam 1995: 5). 

When some one speaks of development, he requires reflecting not only on what 

it is that he wishes to develop, and how is to do it, but also towards what he wishes the 

process to lead. To this reason the question of goals arises in any discussion on 

fundamentals of development. Any choice of goals reflects a vision of values. These 

values concern the very conception of man, the place of the individual in society and 

the structure of society. The role of philosophy in the unraveling of concepts and 

issues of this nature is evident (Unesco 1988: 9). Development raises anew the 

classical query about the nature of the good society, as well as the problems of who is 

to decide on society's content and course. This is why the ethics of development is 

attracting an increasing attention. A good society can not be reached without. global 

justice. The philosophy of development is very much concerned with it. For hundreds 

of millions of people development is a requirement for satisfying the basic 'needs' or 

for overcoming the 'un-freedoms'. It is an imperative, therefore, to clarify the concept 

of global justice. Development cannot justify global justice without bearing its own 

philosophy. (Robin and Wilkins 1992:1). 
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The fact remains that a belief in the capacity of humans to make universal 

moral judgments is a fundamental ingredient of away project attempting to create such 

a world order where global justice world be met. The term 'development' ought to be 

reserved for value - related processes. Thus, development ought to cover those 

processes which benefits all of the world's inpatients under just, equitable, and 

therefore, humane conditions. It pointstant therefore, the question of ethics in 

exotically inter over with the development problematic. The unspoken assumption that 

development is 'right' and I or an unalloyed good which can only bring 'good' out 

comes is based on a value judgment. As Trompf argues: 

There ought to be the ethics of development both as an analytical discipline and as a mode of action, if 

only help peoples make decisions about the kind of development they need and to safe guard them 

against decision which, though they are made in the name of development, may be based more on 

corruption and political manipulation than on public interest (Trompf 1987: 103). 

Philosophy moral philosophy in particular is the cutting edge of development 

ethics. Denis Goulet argued in The Cruel Choice (1971) that development needed to 

be redefmed, demystified and thrust into the arena of ethical debate. The telos of 

development remains in favour of a good society still in the domain of development 

ethics. Goulet argues. 

Development Ethics as 'means of means' requires not that moralists pose ideal goals and pans 

judgment on the means used by others to pursue these or other goals, but rather that decision makes 

versed in the constraints surrounding vital choices promote the values for which oppressed and under 

developed groups struggle: greater justice, a decent sufficiently of gods for all, and equitable access to 

collective human gains realized in the domains of technology, organization and research (Goulet 1990: 

41). 

The Ideology of Development 
An ideology is not simply an idea or set of ideas. Ideas become ideology when they 

legitimize the existing social order or opposition to it. An ideology is directly related 

to a community; in fact it is that which makes a group of people a community 

(Fortman 1981: 94). George Cabot Lodge has put it thus: "An ideology is ... a 

framework of interrelated ideas drawn both from within and outside the society - a 

framework that is used to articulate, develop, and sustain the consensus upon which a 

community lives, acts and takes direction (Lodge 1975: 7). 

Like all other purposive activity, development is the calculus of ideology and 

strategy. The ideology of development sets the sights for political and administrative 
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strategy. The strategy specifies the exact form of the machinery for either politics or 

administration. The distinctive quality of the development ideology is the agreement 

on the desirability ofthejoint goals of nation building and material progress combined 

with a sense of movement towards, fulfillment of a long delayed destiny, underlying · 
... -·.:·.,- .. ~ '. 

which is a nagging uncertainty concerning the prospects for eventual success. 

Development itself emerged as an ideology. It empowered the state in a way 

that other ideologies could not. Neera Chandhoke Observes: 

Debates on the desirable fonns of political power, on limits, on the nature of accountability or of 

democratic participation were submerged in the di~course on development. This discourse was not only 

top down or elitist; it was one which banished the notion of power from the entire model. Narrowly 

conceived in an economistic fashion, development portrayed the state as an impersonal vehicle of 

social change. It not only ejected the power relations of the state from its discourse, it also excluded the 

power relations implicit in the model of development itself. The under lying assumption was that the 

state could develop its people and hence should be the repository of untrammeled power (Chandhoke 

1998: 32). 

Also development requires ideological confidence. This gives development a 
..... ·· 

.. ·~ ·' 

sense of direction and control. The development ideology of a society is subsumed 

under its political ideology. In case of the Third World countries, whatever their 

political ideologies, there seems to be convergence in their development ideologies 

(Bhola 1988: 29). The following definition of development, ideologically, was inwide 

acceptance in the early 1980s: 

Development is integrated: it is organic process involving a number of economic, social and cultural 

factors which overlap and constantly influence one another. 

Development is endogenous: each country carries out its development according to its own choice, and 

in confonnity with the real values, aspirations and motivations of the population. 

Development is global: its objectives and problems are detennined with relation to world problems and 

reflect the general nature of development. ••• The society in which development is carried out is not 

isolated, but fonns part of the network of relations and forces that cover the entire world, includmg the 

most economically advanced societies as well as those which, from the economic point of view, are the 

most deprived (quoted in Alechina 1982: 25). 

Each version of development has got its own ideology. The ideology of 

economic growth has resulted in development ideology that is based on the following 

values: 1) complete orientation towards productivity; 2) belief in distribution of the 

fruits of production through a trickling down process that functions automatically; 3) 

acceptance of the poor countries' dependence within the international economy; and 
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4) a bias towards modem research and development and modern technology (Fort man 

1981:105). 

This ideology of development was intended to be implemented with a strategy 

constituting following elements: (a) centralized planning, control and coordination, 

with decision-making at the top; (b) rapid industrialization and expansion of the 

modem sector; (c) partnership with the governments of the rich countries and with 

transnational companies (TNCs) in order to acquire the necessary finance and 

technology, and access to major markets (Wignaraja 1977: 41) 

On the other hand, the alternative development (another development) ideology 

is based on different values: (1) orientation towards human needs and basic needs in 

particular; (2) development from below; (3) self reliance and (4) appropriate 

technology. Its strategy has been to implement development polices at the micro level 

involving the civil society organization. 

The currently dominant neo-liberal ideology of development is based on the 

following principles: (i) fiscal discipline; (ii) use of public expenditures to promote 

both high growth and income redistribution; (iii) privatization of state firms; (iv) 

liberalization ofinterest rates, exchange rates, trade, and foreign direct investment; (v) 

deregulation of barriers to free competition; (vi) tax reform, with lower marginal rates 

and broadened tax base; and (vii) secure property rights (Makinson 2000: 439). The 

strategies for implementing· this ideology are structural a_~]4stment programmes, 

stabilization measures etc. 

It is obvious, therefore, the ideology of development gives the direction for 

development practice. It is not that ideologies of development come one after another; 

rather they vie with each other for dominance. The hegemony is always there in the 

Gramscian sense 

The Theory of development 

The theory of development is an organized reflection on development. It largely 

belongs to the level of grand theories, broad explanatory frameworks. This breadth of 

the theory of development indicates its limited character. There are a lot of things that 

it does not talk about. Many actual development problems are addressed by mid-range 

or micro theories - questions of rural development, industrialization, urbanization, 
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trade policy, etc. The theory of development as such concerns the larger explanatory 

framework. Moreover, the theory of development usually refers to the leading theories 

and many rival and subsidiary theories do not quite make it to the limelight (Pieterse 

2001: 2). 

The theory of development is the critique, revision and summing up of past 

knowledge in the form of general propositions, the fusion of diverse views and partial 

knowledges in general framework of explanation. Framing, defining the field, the 

parameters of development problems is the business that it deals with. It is the 

meeting place of ideology, politics and explanation (ibid). 
. ' 

_ Some writers treat the theory of development primarily as part of social science 

and thus emphasise the influence of classical economic and social thought (for 

example Preston 1996; Martinussen 1997). Some others implicitly view this theory 

mainly as ideology. They consider political leanings as more important in shapingJhe 

theory of development than theoretical considerations (for example Frank 1971). In 

between these views is a middle position that recognizes the intellectual as well as 

political elements in the theory of development. 'It does not make sense to isolate 

development theory from political processes and treat it as ivory-tower intellectual 

exercise; but neither can one simply reduce it to ideology or· political propaganda' 

(ibid: 3). In such a contextual approach both political contexts and influences from 

social science are taken into account (such an approach has been adopted in Corbridge 

1995; Leys 1996). 

Adopting such a contextual approach Jan Nederveen Pieterse aptly summarizes 

the position of the theory of development: "For a development theory to be 

significant, social forces must carry it. To be carried by social forces it must match 

their world view and articulate their interests; it must serve an ideological function. 

However, to serve their interests, it must also make sense and be able to explain 

things. By the same token explanation is not a neutral function. There are as many 

ways of explaining things as there are positions from which to view realities. 'The 

explanation that satisfies a peasant is not the same as one that satisfies a landlord, a 

banker or IMP official' (Pieterse 2001: 3). 
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Operationally development is the organized intervention in collective affairs 

according to a standard of improvement. But, what constitutes improvement and what 

is· appropriate intervention obviously vary according to class, culture, historical 

context and relations of power. The theory of development is the negotiation of these 

issues. Policy orientation is both its strength and weakness. This is part of its vitality 

and inventiveness (ibid). 

The theory of development does possess various dimensions or layers. It begins 

with the historical context and political circumstances. Each perspective unfolds in a 

particular historical setting. Understanding the theory of development in context 

means understanding it as a reaction to problems, perspective and arguments at the 

time. Another dimension is explanation or assumptions about causal relationships. 

This implies epistemology or rules of what constitutes knowledge. In addition it 

involves methodology, or indicators and research methods. Also the theory of 

development performs a role of representation, of articulating and privileging 

particular political and class interests and cultural preferences. Further more it reflects 

images of improvement or desirable change. Another element is the agenda setting 

role ofthe theory, as a set of policy implications and a future project (ibid: 7-8). 

Reading the theories of development is also a reading of a history of hegemony 

and political and intellectual Eurocentrism (Amin1989; Mehmet 1995; Pieterse 2001). 

Notable exceptions are dependency theory, alternative development and human 

development thinking, which largely originate out side the West. 

The Agency of Development 

The theory of development presupposes development strategy and development 

strategy implies an actor (Hettne1995:16). Thus the practice of development brings 

one to the notion of 'agency'. By agency is meant the network of institutions, actors 

that through their actions and 'interactions' produce development. The analysis of 

agency is crucial because it allows one to capture the complexities of the process by 

which ide~s are mediated into objectives and translated into practice. It helps to 

understand in a better way which ideas and objectives prevail over others, and why 

they do so. The. analysis of development agency is most valuable in revealing the 

'open secret' of development, that its character and results are determined by relations 
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of power, not by rhetoric of fashionable populist labels such as 'participation', 'civil 

society', social capital' or 'poverty reduction' (Kothari and Minogue 2000: 13). Korten 

(-1990:114, 214) says: 'The heart of development is institutions and policies .... The 

most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of power'. The 

common approach to throw light on the interaction of development agency with 

development ideas is through a triad or triangle, representing the crucial components 

as state, market and political community or civil society. Development is the 

collaboration and interaction between these three sets of institutions. The three 

alternatives might then be labeled 'state-led', 'market-led' or 'community-led', 

indicating alternative models for development practice. In a crude way these would 

correspond to traditional state planned modernization, neo-liberalism and economic 

globalization and alternative populism. 

Conclusion 

The idea of development has at every stage - conception, theorization, and 

implementation - been contested. This was also incipient in the evolution of the idea 

in the course of history. The various conceptions, approaches, ideological currents 

summarised above, in their many combinations, underlie policy declarations. Their 

degree of real influence on what happens and the degree, to which they enter into the 

survival strategies of peoples in the Third World, are different matters. That is hardly 

practicable to generalize. Development conceptions and ideological appeals interact 

with and sometimes camouflage interest-group pressures and bargaining or 

technocratic policy approaches, external dictates and constraints and voluntarist or 

opportunist leadership. The contenders in a struggle for power or a charismatic 

dictator seeking readymade justification for his role, may take up one conception or 

another almost arbitrarily (Wolfe 1996: 89). Therefore, development in its critical 

perspectives always involves politics. 

Development, however is conceived, requires the production and distribution 

· of surplus. Surplus is generated through production in excess of what is required to 

sustain society from day to day and from generation to generation. This surplus must 

be consumed, redistributed and reinvested. The productive reinvestment which 

sustains the system is known as accumulation. Accumulation in tum does not take 
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place in social and political vacuum but in a mesh of institutions. These social, 

political, and economic institutions (such as class, ethnicity, religion, gender, locality, 

market and regulations of the state) interact in a complex way to sustain and 

sometimes to threaten the process (Harris-White 2002: 175). All kinds of distribution 

and redistribution have a built-in conflict potential, no matter how trivial the 

distribution or redistribution seems to be. Development therefore is contested. 

Development, thus, is a form of struggle. It is the struggle over the shape of the future. 

Korten in this context asserts: The heart of development is institutions and politics, not 

money and technology, though the latter are undeniably important' (Korten 

1990: 144 ). The most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of 

power' (ibid: 214). 

The orthodoxy of neo-liberalism reinvented development not as a form of 

resistance to the logic of capitalism, but as a programme for surrendering to it. 

Advocates of alternative strategies of development are now faced with a new and 

powerful doctrine for capitalist development. This new . doctrine . overturns the 

assumption from which development strategies emerged-that domestic and 

international policies that worked against market forces were essential to bring about 

development. It virtually abolishes the idea of development as a specific concern, in 

favour of a universal set of prescriptions applied to developing and developed 

countries alike (Cammack 2002:159). 

In the twenty-first century the dilemma of development has been 'the ten~! on 

between our concentration on the great structural liberations and movements meant to 

produce massive changes and resolve the perennial troubling issues of our times, and 

the concern with improving and changing the more concrete conditions of the ordinary 

persons and the relationships in which they are embedded in identifiable groups, 

communities, and institutions (Aina 2003: 77). Tade Akin Aina, however, points out 

that the struggles with the 'greater' injustices will never be won unless struggles 

against 'lesser' injustices are well attended (ibid). Amartya Sen in a similar view 

argues: Development requires the removal of major sources of unfreedom: poverty as 

well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation, 

neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance or over activity of repressive 
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states(Sen 1999:3). This is why it is important to interrogate whose agenda 

development carries at any given time and to weigh its scales of suffering and their 

distribution. Ignacy Sachs observes that the rhetorical commitment to the idea of 

development has come of age during the second half of the twentieth century. It will 

be up to the next generations to bridge the gap, as wide as ever, between words and 

deeds, advancing from the idea of development to political economy of development 

(Sachs 2000: 1). 

Finally, development in the Third World is less a demand from the society and 

more of a political goal which state authorities impose upon society. Indeed, 

fundamental socio-economic changes are set into motion within the Third World 

primarily as a consequence of politically defmed goals and decisions. A state oriented 

focus is therefore important for interpreting some of the patterns of development in 

the Third World (Kohli 1987:28). 
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Notes 

1. Robertson (cited in Goldsmith 1991) points out that the 'buzz words' which are used in the name of 

development can be combined in almost infmite permutations and still 'mean' something. By listing 56 words 

which he arranged in four different columns of 14 words as under: 

A B c D 

Centrally Motivated Grass-roots Involvement 

2 Rationally Positive Sectoral Incentive 2 

3 Systematically Structured Institutional Participation 3 

4 Formally Controlled Urban Attack 4 

5 Totally Integrated Organizational Process 5 

6 Strategically Balanced Rural Package 6 

7 Dynamically Functional Growth-oriented Dialogue 7 

8 Democratically Programmed Development Initiative 8 

9 Situationally Mobilized Cooperative Scheme 9 

lO Moderately Limited On-Going Approach 10 

11 Intensively Phased Technical Project 11 

12 Comprehensively Delegated Leadership Action 12 

13 Radically Maximized Agrarian Collaboration 13 

14 Optimally Consistent Planning Objective 14 

A B c D 

One world can be selected at random from each column to compose a four word, typical development phrase. 

For example, A3, B6, C9 and D12 make 'systematically balanced cooperative action'. A12, B9, C6 and D3 

constructs anther fme sounding phrase, 'comprehensively mobilized rural participation'. None of these phrases 

mean anything. Yet they are typical of the seductive language which fills the countless speeches, plans, project 

proposals and glossy pamphlets of the development 'industry' (Goldsmith 1991: 15- 16). 

2. Kiely succinctly summarized the nature of post-development position. According to him post-development 

theory offers an ostensibly more radical alternative to development theory - a complete break with the idea of 

development. Influenced by various strands of post-structuralism, environmental feminism, post colonial theory 

and romantic populism, this theory argues that the idea of development constitutes a specific way of thinking 

about the world, a particular form of knowledge. Development is, in· the Foucauldian sense, a particular 

discourse which does not reflect but actually constructs reality. In doing so, it closes of alternative ways of 

thinking, and so constitutes a form of power (Kiely 1999: 31). In this way the 'Third World' is produced by the 

discourses and practices of development since their inception in the Second World War period (Escober 1995: 

4).Commenting on 'post-development' Marshall Berman pointed out that it represents reformulations of 

skepticisms and alternatives that have long been evident. He cites an example of the myth of Faust, which crops 

up repeatedly in European cultures. Faust is a man who would develop the world but himself, but must also 
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destroy all that lies in his path to this goal and all who would resist. The myth of Faust, who sells for the earthly 

power to develop, bears witness to a long history of critics of progress and modernity (Berman 1988). 

3. Parfitt's critique of post development centres around five points: (i) it glorifies traditional societies and 

vernacular knowledge; (ii) it often falls in the 'relativist trap' by rejecting any meta narratives, but never less 

constructing its own; (iii) it is inconsistent in its rejection of development as it appreciates some of its 

expressions (such as reduction in infant mortality); (iv) it leads to nihilism, and is unable to distinguish between 

acceptable and unacceptable development interventions; and (v) its critique of development is based on the 

construction of a 'development straw-man', often failing to distinguish between development, capitalism and neo 

liberalism(Bull2003: 199). 

4. There are eight Millennium Development Goals: 

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. 

2. Achieve universal primary education. 

3. Promote gender equality and empowerment. 

4. Reduce child mortality. 

5. Improve maternal health. 

6. Combat HIV I AIDS, malaria and other diseases. 

7. Ensure environmental sustainability. 

8. Develop a global partnership for development. 

As many as 18 targets have been fixed around these goals to be achieved by 2015 (UNDP. 2003. 1-3). 

s. The groups of dichotomies examined by Streeten are: (i) Unity in diversity; (ii) Mutual benefits vs. conflict; 

(iii) Formal vs. informal intellectual sectors; (iv) Flat earthers vs. round earthers; (v) Hedgehogs vs. foxes; (vi) 

Linear vs. non-linear paradigms; (vii) Big vs. small; and (viii) Utopians vs. pedants. These dichotomies range 

from the meaning of 'developed' and 'developing' countries, to different approaches and methods of economists 

and 'policy makers', to policy issues, such as concentration of heavy capital goods versus 'small is beautiful' 

approaches. He ·fmds that in many of those arguments a synthesis of the two views can resolve the apparent 

contradictions. 
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